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● To share knowledge, raise awareness, encourage 
networking 

● For clients, potential clients, in-house counsel

● Recent MWKA Online Talk:

○ 10.11.2022: Land Ownersʼ Rights against Trespass and 
Nuisance

● Upcoming MWKA Online Talk:

○ 30.11.2022: Company Directors and Fiduciary Duties 

MWKA Online Talks



Jasmine Wong

● Senior Associate in our Dispute 
Resolution, Employment Law & 
Industrial Relations and Individuals & 
Families departments

● Areas of practice include citizenship, 
adoption, medical malpractice and 
negligence, and employment law

● Regularly advises clients on various 
citizenship issues and represents clients 
in obtaining declarations of citizenship 
in court 

● Co-counsel in the 2018 and 2021 Federal 
Court appeals on stateless and adopted 
children



● Senior Associate in our Dispute 
Resolution and Individuals & Families 
departments

● Practice areas include family, 
citizenship, adoption, land and strata 
disputes.

● Regularly advises clients on various 
citizenship issues and represents 
clients in obtaining declarations of 
citizenship in court

● Involved in the 2018 and 2021 Federal 
Court appeals on stateless and adopted 
children

Eric Toh



Ask Questions in Q&A Chat

● Post the questions that you would like to ask in the Q&A 
Chatbox. 
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Talk Points

● The right to citizenship in Malaysia 

● Federal Court decisions in CTEB & CCH

● Impact of the Federal Court decisions

● The courtʼs current approach to citizenship 
issues 



Right to Citizenship in Malaysia  



● Citizenship by operation of law [Article 14 FC] 

● Citizenship by registration [Articles 15 to 18 FC] 

● Citizenship by naturalization [Article 19 of FC] 

● Citizenship by incorporation of territory [Article 22 FC] 

Malaysian Citizenship



● Not alternative remedies to citizenship by operation of 
law

● Sole and unreviewable discretion lies with the Minister of 
Home Affairs

● Arbitrary and no transparency 

● Long processing period 

● Application would be rejected without any reasons given 

Citizenship by registration (Article 15 to 18)



Article 14 read with 
Part II of Second Schedule of Constitution 

Born within the Federation Born outside the Federation

 Section 1(d): born 
in Singapore of 

whose parents one 
at least is at the time 
of the birth a citizen 
and who is not born 

a citizen

Section 1(b): whose father 
is at the time of the birth a 
citizen and was born in the 

Federation 

Section 1(c): whose father 
is at the time of the birth a 
citizen and whose birth is 
registered within one year

Section 1(e): must not 
be born a citizen of 

any country 

Section 1(a): one 
of the personʼs 

parents is a 
Malaysian or 
permanent 

resident at the time 
of the personʼs 

birth  

Citizenship by operation of law (Article 14)



CTEB & Anor 
v 

Ketua Pengarah Pendaftaran Negara, Malaysia & Ors 
[2021] 4 MLJ 236 



● Facts: 
○ Child born in the Philippines in 2010 before parents were 

married

○ Malaysian father, Filipino mother 

○ Parents registered their marriage 5 months later 

○ Child has a Philippines passport 

CTEB



● High Court 

○ Dismissed application for citizenship by operation of 
law

● Court of Appeal 

○ Upheld decision of the High Court

CTEB



● Federal Court 

● (4-3) dismissing the appeal

 

CTEB



Issue: Who are the “parents” in Section 1(a)? 

● From the express distinction for parents or father of an 
illegitimate child in s 17, it is obvious that the word ʻparentsʼ in 
the context of Part III of the FC must be construed to refer to 
lawful parents in a recognised marriage in the Federation. 
This country never legally recognised unwedded parents. I say 
so because proper distinctions have always been made in our 
legislation in order to differentiate between the status of 
ʻparentsʼ in a recognised marriage or otherwise… This 
connotes that ʻparentsʼ refers always to legally wedded 
parents, not biological father and mother.

CTEB



Issue: What is the position of an illegitimate child?

● Federal Constitution, Part III Second Schedule, Section 
17

○ For the purposes of citizenship, any references to an 
illegitimate personʼs “father” or “parent” will be 
construed as references to his “mother”

CTEB



Issue: What is the position of an illegitimate child?

● The Malaysian cases discussed above are also clear and 
unequivocal that because citizenship by operation of law 
is determined at birth, other laws which retrospectively 
qualify a person such as Legitimacy Act or Adoption Act 
cannot be used to construe the qualification of that 
person.

CTEB



Issue: What is the position of an illegitimate child?

● … Subsequent marriage of parents would not change the 
birth status of the child as an illegitimate child. … There is no 
mention made for the rights of citizenship in the Legitimacy 
Act. And no corresponding provision in the FC that deems 
legitimisation confers the right to citizenship.

CTEB



Minority Judgments (Tengku Maimun CJ)

● The logical conclusion therefore is that having regard to the 
historical and purposive cannons on construction as borne out 
from the foregoing interpretive exercise, the word ʻfatherʼ in s 
1(b) of Part II and anywhere else relevant to the context of 
this appeal ought to be construed as meaning ʻbiological 
father .̓ Thus, the legitimacy status of any person claiming 
citizenship under art 14(1)(b) read together with Part II is an 
irrelevant factor in cases where paternity is known and the 
said biological father is a citizen of Malaysia and has met 
the rest of the requirements of s 1(b) of Part II.

CTEB



Minority Judgments (Nallini FCJ)

● However, the nub of this construction is the fact of the 
existence of the father, a Malaysian citizen, who is thus 
entitled to confer citizenship by descent on the child. 
Section 17 Part III does not, and cannot, obliterate the 
fundamental basis of transmission of citizenship by reason 
of the blood tie. It does not envisage depriving the child 
of a Malaysian father of citizenship on the grounds of 
the lack of a legally recognised marriage.

CTEB



Minority Judgments (Mary Lim FCJ)

● In my view too, the fact that the first appellantʼs father was 
not married to his mother at the time of his birth in the 
Philippines does not diminish his right to acquire 
citizenship by operation of law under art 14(1)(b). The 
second appellant remains the father of the first appellant, 
and the legal relationship between the father and mother 
of the first appellant does not alter the status of the first 
appellant.

CTEB



CCH & Anor (on behalf of themselves and as litigation 
representatives of one CYM, a child) 

v 
Pendaftar Besar bagi Kelahiran dan Kematian, 

Malaysia 
[2022] 1 MLJ 71



● Facts: 
○ Child was born in HUKM. 

○ Childʼs biological parents were unknown

○ Handed over to a Malaysian couple for adoption

○ Applied for MyKAD at 12 years old 

○ Called for investigation 

○ Original birth certificate surrendered to JPN and cancelled 

CCH



● High Court 

○ Filed judicial review to challenge the decision 

● Court of Appeal 

○ Appeal dismissed 

CCH



● Federal Court

○ Child abandoned at birth with no knowledge of 
biological parents is a Malaysian citizen by operation 
of law

○ Section 19B

CCH



● Federal Court

○ Section 19B of Part III Second Schedule:

“For the purposes of Part I or II of this Schedule any new 
born child found exposed in any place shall be presumed, 
until the contrary is shown, to have been born there of a 
mother permanently resident there; and if he is treated by 
virtue of this section as so born, the date of the finding shall 
be taken to be the date of the birth.” 

CCH



● Federal Court
○ [46] Citizenship no doubt is governed by Part III of the FC, 

but it is also a concept so inextricably linked to the right to 
life and personal liberty contained in art 5(1). As such, any 
provisions on it must be construed as widely as possible.

CCH



● Federal Court
○ [53] The operative words in s 19B are ʻany new born child 

found exposed in any place .̓ The purpose of this section, 
when read in context, must be to cover new born children 
who are left and discovered in a place without any trace of 
their biological parents. We take judicial notice of the harsh 
realities of life: this includes new born children left 
abandoned near dumpsites, baby hatches, public or 
school toilets, places of worship and so on. A literal 
meaning of ʻexposedʼ suggests a new born child who was 
ʻdiscoveredʼ exposed at any of these locations.

CCH



● Federal Court
○ [60] Once s 19B is invoked, any party challenging any of 

these presumptions must either show that: (a) the child 
was not born of a mother permanently resident at the 
place where the new born child was found; or (b) the date 
of the finding is not the date of the birth…

CCH



● Federal Court
○ [62] Hence, what remains at this stage is a simple 

application of the law to the facts of the case. Since the child 
was found abandoned in the location aforementioned, it is 
presumed that he was born to a mother permanently 
resident there. 

It follows that he is taken to fulfil the requirements of s 1(a) 
of Part II read with s 19B of Part III as he, having been born at 
Hospital Universiti Kebangsaan Malaysia, was born within 
the Federation and his mother is presumed to be 
permanently resident in the Federation.

CCH



● Federal Court
○ [67] Thirdly, this case is now precedent on how the Ministry 

of Home Affairs (generally) and the NRD and 
Registrar-General of Births and Deaths (specifically) ought to 
deal with all such future cases within the context of 
abandoned new born children. 

CCH



● Federal Court
○ [67]  … When confronted with an application for registration 

of such new born children, the burden is on the 
respondent to undertake proper investigations to 
determine the status of such childʼs biological parents or 
mother. If, after investigation, it is found that the fact of 
abandonment is true, the respondent is obligated by the 
highest law of the land in s 19B of Part III to recognise that 
new born childʼs citizenship by operation of law, except 
where there is evidence to the contrary as we had stated in 
para 60 earlier.

CCH



● Federal Court
○ [70] The Ministry of Home Affairs, of which the respondent is 

an integral part, have all the important machinery of the 
State at their disposal to conduct appropriate 
investigations to ascertain the truth. The fact that they 
could not eventually determine the identity of the biological 
parents of the child or adduce any evidence of the biological 
lineage of the child indicates that they have not discharged 
their legal burden to rebut the presumption of permanent 
residence of the childʼs mother in s 19B…

CCH



Impact of the Federal Court decisions



● CTEB
○ Illegitimate children of Malaysian fathers vs illegitimate 

children of Malaysian mothers  

○ Restrict citizenship rights for the children?  

● CCH 

○ Home Affairs and NRD required to “undertake proper 
investigation to determine the status of the childʼs biological 
parents”

○ Broaden citizenship rights for the children? 

Impact of Federal Court decisions 



The courtʼs current approach to citizenship issues 



● Illegitimate children:

○ RMN v Ketua Pendaftar Kelahiran dan Kematian Malaysia 
(February 2022)

■ 24-year-old born in Sarawak 

■ Malaysian father and Indonesian mother 

● registered their marriage 12 days after the birth 

■ DNA results provided 

■ Sought to be declared a citizen on the basis of:

● place of birth 

● Malaysian father 

Courtʼs Current Approach



● Illegitimate children:

○ RMN v Ketua Pendaftar Kelahiran dan Kematian Malaysia 
(February 2022)

■ Government relied on CTEB as parents were not married 
at the time of birth 

■ High Court distinguished CTEB based on the childʼs 
place of birth 

■ Plaintiff obtained IC 3 months later 

Courtʼs Current Approach



● Illegitimate children:

○ Peguam Negara Malaysia & Anor v GFS and other appeals 
(May 2022)

■ 3 appeals heard together

■ Children were born in Malaysia 

■ Malaysian fathers, non-citizen (foreigner) mothers 

■ Parents registered marriage after the childʼs birth 

■ Sought to be declared a citizen on the basis of having a 
Malaysian father 

Courtʼs Current Approach



● Illegitimate children:

○ Peguam Negara Malaysia & Anor v GFS and other appeals 
(May 2022)

■ Court of Appeal relied on CTEB which states that it is the 
status of the child “at the time of birth” that matters

■ The word “Parents” must be given a plain and ordinary 
meaning 

● Referring to “parents in a valid marriage” or “lawful 
parents”

■ Pending leave hearing in the Federal Court 

Courtʼs Current Approach



● Illegitimate children:

○ Ketua Setiausaha Kementerian Dalam Negeri & Ors v LYH 
(October 2022)

■ 16-year-old born in Perak 

■ Malaysian father and Filipino mother 

● registered their marriage 14 months after the birth 

■ Sought to be declared a citizen on the basis of having a 
Malaysian father 

Courtʼs Current Approach



● Illegitimate children:

○ Ketua Setiausaha Kementerian Dalam Negeri & Ors v LYH 
(October 2022)

■ High Court found that the child is no longer an 
illegitimate person by virtue of the parentsʼ subsequent 
marriage 

■ Entitled to rely on the fatherʼs citizenship status 

■ 15.2.2022: Decision affirmed by Court of Appeal 

■ 26.10.2022: Federal Court dismissed the Governmentʼs 
leave application

Courtʼs Current Approach



● Abandoned children:

○ closer scrutiny on how the children were abandoned 

○ adoptive parents would be investigated several times 
by JPN 

Courtʼs Current Approach



● Abandoned children:

○ MYK v Pendaftar Besar Kelahiran dan Kematian 
Malaysia (October 2022) 

■ Child was born in hospital in KL. Biological parents 
unknown 

■ Handed over to the plaintiff (single mother) for 
adoption

■ Sought a declaration that the child is a citizen 

■ Government adduced the doctorʼs letter disputing the 
childʼs birth in the hospital 

Courtʼs Current Approach



● Abandoned children:

○ MYK v Pendaftar Besar Kelahiran dan Kematian 
Malaysia (October 2022) 

“From the evidence laid before this Court, it is suspicious 
whether the Child was delivered by Dr Mahes Sitampalam on 
15 June 2012. Suspicious the evidence may be surrounding 
the identity of the doctor assisting in the birth of the Child, 
it is indisputable that the Child exist, and whose biological 
parents have not come forth.”

Courtʼs Current Approach



● Abandoned children:

○ LWP & Anor v Registrar-General of Births and Deaths, 
Malaysia (November 2022) 

■ Child born in Selangor

■ Biological parents unknown 

■ Adopted by Malaysian couple 

■ Sought to be declared a citizen on the basis of:

● Abandoned at birth with biological parents 
unknown

● Place of birth 

● Having Malaysian legal parents 

Courtʼs Current Approach



● Abandoned children:

○ LWP & Anor v Registrar-General of Births and Deaths, 
Malaysia (November 2022) 

■ Defendants disputed the fact that the child was 
abandoned

■ Insufficient evidence to show that the child was 
abandoned  

■ Abandonment arguments were rejected

■ Instead, declared the child a citizen by virtue of the 
birth in Malaysia 

Courtʼs Current Approach
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Thank you!

Notice: This presentation does not constitute legal advice and its contents should not 

be relied upon as such. The facts and circumstances of each and every case will differ 

and therefore will require specific legal advice. Feel free to contact us for 

complimentary legal consultation.
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